
PARTY PLANNING BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLE

Occasions personal event planning business plan executive summary. Occasions is a start-up business specializing in
event planning, making its expertise and.

Interviewing a client may not be what you immediately think of as research. They contract out the labor,
supplies and materials involved in producing an event and charge their clients a service fee of about 10 to 20
percent of the total cost of the event, with 15 percent being a rough average. Therefore, you would need an eye
for details in addition to the eye you have got. Materials for Event Management Business Plan in Nigeria
Telephone systems, computers, fax machines, duplicators, printers, party pack, step-by-step guides, event
planning software, resources manual etc. Confirm Your Pricing Strategy and Fee Structure Thought needs to
be given to your pricing and fees so you know how to answer questions about your costs. The hardest step is
getting your first client. Research also may mean talking to other planners who have produced events similar
to the one on which you're working. Decide on a killer business name: Brainstorm ideas Share the best ideas
with people you respect, including family and potential clients to see their reaction Check whether the website
and social media profiles are available for your shortlisted names Within this post, there is a section dedicated
to choosing event planning business names and offering further guidance on this. We need to get personal, get
real, and start an authentic dialogue to gain genuine trust. Event Management Business is a lucrative business
that needs a lot of strategic Planning to start and a business coach like Dayo Adetiloye to help you start the
Implementation. Identify the people who would be interested in your services. In addition, areas of the country
that have well-defined on- and off-seasons base their prices partly on which season they're in. Sort out your
online presence: Populate your web page and social media channels as soon as you can. Description: The first
aspect of your business plan is a description of who you are or what you want your business to be. This is so
because there are little or no difference with the planning and execution of events. Your creativity comes most
into play in the design phase of event planning, during which you sketch out the overall "feel" and "look" of
the event. The founders have over 17 years experience in the hospitality industry working with both domestic
and international meeting planners. Get your event business plan in motion Click To Tweet Writing a
comprehensive event business plan is the best way to validate your event and focus your team and other
stakeholders on your goals. As a matter of fact, Mr. What to Include in Your Event Planning Business Plan A
business plan will put your objectives in writing and keep you focused on the long-term goals of your event
planning business, so note the plan in as much detail as possible to ensure that when you go to actually start
your business, you have already ironed out potential setbacks in the planning stage. Your salary is directly
linked to the amount of profit you can generate. Here you want to go into more detail about your event. He
will be in-charge of day to day activities of the business. In the UK, for instance, the government is keen to
encourage people to go into business and so they make the process easy to reduce the barriers to starting up.
Locally, try to develop a network of suppliers that you know and trust so you know where to turn to for quotes
whenever opportunities arise. This business plan is the roadmap for your event planning business. During this
decision-intensive phase, you'll rent the site, hire vendors and take care of more details than you might believe
possible. The buck stops with you. I am the CEO of the company overseeing the day to day activities of the
business. Joe Goldblatt, fees are typically determined by three factors: Market segment served. Global Event
Planning Sample Business Plan The GlobeSpan sample business plans outlines how it will capitalize on its
experience in the hospitality industry. Do you really need the overheads of an office? Also, be honest and
consider what your weaknesses are. Social events have a different fee structure than corporate events. By
combining old fashioned values, going the extra mile, and using cutting edge event-planning software,
Occasions will lead the market, providing the same quality results, every time. Our business offering is listed
below;. One good thing about event planning is that most often than not, events are done during weekends and
if you are lucky not to be working during weekends, you can successfully test run an event planning business.
Scope out the market through researching: Log the number of competitors there are in your area. Whether it is
a distant dream or almost a reality, here are 22 steps you need to take to set up a successful event management
company.


